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Study the book of nature that God has spread
before you, that your brain may be filled with
knowledge and yo _ur heart with peace.

Western Australia is blessed with an enormous variety of unusual plants. There are over eight thousand ·sp·ecies. Many of these
are found nowhere else on earth . Their minute detail and glorious colours are a continuing source of fascination. So it is no
wonder that even before the founding of the colony in 1 829, the diversity and difference intrigued. Sketches by many early
visitors and settlers clearly show vegetation such as the living fossil, the Zamia pal _m, and that incredible member of the lily
·
family, the Blackboy. However, it is the more delicate wildflowers which really repay attentio~ .
The colony was founded by gentlefolk for whom skill with the brush was part of a normal edu~ation and so records exist from
the earliest days. Sketches by the Clifton girls some few months after they a·rri~ed to live at Australind indicate their interest in
the Hora as part of the landscape . The delicate botanical sketches of Georgiana Leake painted in th~ 1850s and those of
other early settlers are testiryiony to their close observation of the plants that provide the riotou·s colour that erupts every spring.

Philippa Nikulinsky: Honey Possum,
Tarsipes rostratus, on Banksia coccinea,
artwork for cover illustration for
Landscape magazine Autumn 1992.
The possum was seen by Drummond
on his collecting trips.
(Photo Alex Nikulinsky)

Nineteenth century magazines such as the Gardeners Magazine and Botanical
Register promoted the cultivation of exotic species and early settlers, including
Georgiana Molloy at Augusta, made collections for English contacts such as
Captain James Mangles and Sir W.J. Hooker. Indeed, by 1 839 enough interest
had been generated for botanist Dr. John Lindley, editor of the Gardeners
Magazine, to publish A Sketch of the Vegetation of the Swan River Colony on the
newly named flora of the colony.
The names of plants are a roll-call of visitors and settlers. One of the earliest,
William Dampier, is commemorated in the genus Dampiera. Early colonist James
Drummond who became the first government botanist, has given his name to about
sixty species. It was he who tried to name the striking Black Kangaroo Paw as a
memorial to Georgiana Molloy. Even today new species are being found and
botanical artist Rica Erickson, who published a life of Drummond in 1969, has a
number named after her.

Margaret Menadue: Tawny Flight,
rawny Frogmouth with Eucalyptus
lehmanni (Bushy Yate), entered in
lames Hardie Wildlife Art Prize, 1991,
where she won an award
[photo M. Menadue).
Katrina Syme: Cortinarius rotundisporus
~ungi (blue fungi), 1992
[photo Robert Frith).

Artists have been particularly attracted to the strange and delicate forms . Lady
Margaret Forrest who painted from the 1 860s through to the twentieth century was
taught by her father Edward Hamersley. She travelled on painting expeditions with
British painter Marianne North and her friend Ellis Rowan, both admirers of the
local flora . Forrest and other artists, such as the Creeth sisters, exhibited wildflower
paintings at various of the nineteenth century international exhibitions. In the Paris
exhibition of 1900 and in the Franco-British exhibition of 1908 there were
particularly large displays.
At the turn of the century the use of WA flora in art and design was encouraged
by the WA Society of Artists formed by Forrest and her friends. Some of the better
known were May Gibbs, James Linton, Francesco Vanzetti and Flora Landells .
Indeed Gibbs' depictions of Western Australian flora in her children's books
Snugglepot and Cuddlepie and the Gumnut Babies are some of the best known
renditions. Author and artist Jean Lang has recently produced a book on Gibbs'
early life in Western Australia illustrating it with her own paintings . Lang herself is
known for her children's books Bobbie and Anne in Beetoo, a wildflower ramble
which she wrote and illustrated just after the Second World War.
A number of books have been written and illustrated by the same person. Emily
Pelloe' s botanical works were influential in the 1920s and 1930s and Rica
Erickson's in the 1950s and 1960s. Philippa Nikulinsky, currently the most
prominent wildflower painter, has produced three since 1980. The latest is an
exquisite book on the life cycle of the Banksia Menziesii for Fremantle Arts Centre
Press (reviewed in this issue of Oz Arts}: She has been joined by a number of
others, such as Margaret Pieroni and Katrina Syme who have books in
preparation. Even the Art Gallery of WA has come to the party. In 1991 Janda
Gooding curated an exhibition of Western Australian Wildflowers in Art and
published a hardback book to complement the exhibition. Artists ranged from
Dampier' s draughtsman through Forrest and Rowan, Margaret Preston, Daisy Rossi
and Muriel Southern to contemporaries Jimmy Pike, Howard Taylor and Marcus
Beilby.
A number of botanical illustrators and wildflower painters, such as Rica Erickson,
Penny Leach, Philippa Nikulinsky, Margaret Pieroni, the Victorian Celia Rosser,
Katrina Syme and Margaret Menadue also exhibited . These have since banded
together to form the Botanical Artists Group-affectionately
known as 'bags'.
The senior member of this lively group is Dr. Rica Erickson, nee Sandilands, AM,
Cit. WA, botanist, botanical illustrator, wildflower painter, author and historian
who laughingly claims to be 'the old bag'. Born in Boulder in 1908, she had her
first solo exhibition-a
retrospective-in
1991. This is not to say that she has not
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had recognition . Her paintings hang in collections in London and America . She
exhibited in the 3rd International Exhibition of Botanical Art and Illustration in
Pittsburgh and is to be found in dictionaries such as The World Who's Who of
Women. Erickson wrote and illustrated three botanical books before turning her
attention to the state's history, beginning with The Drummonds of Hawthornden.
Erickson, who won her first art prize at the age of seven, began to keep a serious
botanical diary as a girl-guide. Pencil was, and still is, her preferred medium .
However, in 1932, by then a young country teacher, she was given an excellent
box of Windsor and Newton watercolour paints by noted naturalist F.W.R. Rowe.
It is still in use today . His motto for life, which he translated from Euripides, is
quoted above. This has also influenced Erickson. In fact, all the natural history
painters appear to retain a sense of wonder at the infinite variety of nature while
according . its vagaries due respect. At the same time they draw strength from it.
Marriage to Bolgart farmer Syd Erickson saw her continue her naturalist activities,
collecting insects for entomologist Tarleton Rayment, writing for and exhibiting with
the Naturalists Club of which her friend Dominic Serventy and her inspiration,
Pelloe, were foundation members. In 1946 she exhibited her delicate orchid
paintings at the naturalists' Wildlife Show and was persuaded by Serventy to write
a book to accompany them. The project came to fruition in 1951 with the
publication of Orchids of the West which became a university text and went into
several editions. Triggerplants, still the standard work, and Plants of Prey followed
before she turned her attention to history. The two interests overlapped for some
years, but since 1977 she has been almost completely absorbed in historical
projects such as the six volume Dictionary of Western Australians, which she
edited, and documentation of early life in WA, such as Brideships launched in
1992. The botanical books are still in demand, however, and the University of
Western Australia Press are having to consider the possibility of new editions, for
they are an invaluable reference . Each delicate specimen was painted from life
with dissections undertaken and drawn with one eye on the microscope, an activity
which eventually had to be given up .

Penelope Leech: Eucalyptuspatens,
watercolour, 48 x 36 ems, 1987
( hoto P. Leech).

Many Australians have unknowingly shared her vision, for in 1960 she drew and
painted six Australian Nature Plates for Macmillan Publishing Company. Edited by
Pat Burke, they are found in schools throughout Australia.
A new generation of wildflower painters emerged in the 1970s. Foremost among
super bag'-also
born and
them is Philippa Nikulinsky, nee Compton-'the
educated on the WA goldfields before becoming an art teacher. Like Erickson, she
won prizes at an early age, in particular the prestigious Claude Hotchin
Watercolour Prize while still a schoolgirl. A lively and engaging personality,
Nikulinsky is in demand as a demonstrator of her art _and as a public speaker. Her
first book Western Australian Wildflowers in Watercolour was published by
Fremantle Arts Centre Press in 1980, four years after she had her first solo
exhibition. It sold out in three months. The second, Wildflowers of the Eastern
Goldfields of Western Australia, published by Carr Boyd Minerals, is a
magnificent presentation volume . Her latest book really intrigues. It features the
reproductive cycle of one particular Banksia Menziesii in words and pictures . The
delicately meditative drawings, in line and colour, inspired poet Fay Zwicky to
write a haiku in their honour:

Dragon-pods swell,
feathered birth,
armoured transience.

Katrina Syme: Dermocybe splendida fungi
(red fungi), 1992 (photo Robert Frith).
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Left, Margaret

Pieroni,

Leschenaultia hirsuta, for Flora of
Western Australia 7 993
(photo M. Pieroni).

Below right, Philippa N iku linsky:
White Everlastings from Carr
Boyd Rocks, Helipterum splendidum
w ith Podolepsis capillaris, Plate 31

Flowering Plants of the Eastern Goldfields
(Perth, Carr Boyd Minerals, 1983),
320x 280 mm
(photo Alex Nikulinsky).

Nikulinsky's own text describes her enchantment with the process as it unfolds.
Nikulinsky is often commissioned to illustrate journals and produce pos ters such as
those she did for Alcoa in 1979 which are into the fourth edition . W ildflowers of
the Swan Coastal Plain shows many of the plants which enchanted the first settlers.
Larger commissions include a suite of paintings for Ansett Hotels on Hayman Island
and painting a bus for the Australian Tour ist Comm ission in Tokyo. The result of the
latter unusual commission spent the next few years touring campu ses throughou t
Japan until it literally wore ou t.
Growing up on the goldfields gave Nikulinsky a special regard for wildflowers but
it was when their survival appeared threatened that she decided to record as many
as possible . For her the plants define the place and many of her crisp groups have
the title of the area where they were found rather than the species. Nikulinsky
makes numerous field trips from her city home . On these she makes quick pencil
sketches, takes notes and makes colour guides . Her husband photographs the
flowers to assist in the completion of paintings in her studio. She captures a sense
of life and movement in her wildflower paintings. This may be because each is for
her an emotive experience. In the early seventies she was a painter of portraits and
still lifes . In 197 4, however, she was given a bouquet of wildflowers to paint.
Since then there has been no going back . What began as a n interest rap idly
became an obsession. Her graceful groupings are in great demand . The
meticulous technique and her popularity have exacted their toll, however, as she,
like a number of other natural history artists, is having to restrict her work due to
Cervio-brachial Syndrome, commonly known as RSI.

~bove, Philippa Niku linsky:
)warf Cats Paw, Anigozanthus humilus
:md Purple lassies, Sowerbaea laxiflora,
llustration for July in the Australian

Nildflower Diary 7 993
Fremantle Arts Centre Press)
photo D. Erickson).

tica Erickson: Black Kangaroo Paw,
v1acropidiafulignosa, once Anigozanthus
v1olloyiae, dedicated by James
)rummond to Georgiana Molloy
;oon after her death-the
black
:lowers reminding him of the
,lumes on mourning vehicles.
>late 4 of The Drummonds of
-/awthornden. Pastel, pencil and
:harcoal, 1964 (photo D. Erickson).

Margaret Pieroni, nee
Hellmers, is another for whom
plants have become a passion.
Pieroni trained at East Sydney
Technical College in the
,·
1950s, and became a
commercial artist in Australia
and London. Her interest
however lay with the bush
which she had sketched and
painted since a child.
Recuperating from leukemia in
1973, she visited Western
Australia. She and her
husband, whom she had met
in Europe, moved to Perth the
next year. This led to studying
and growing Western
Australian wildflowers. Her
Wildflowers of Perth poster
captures many of the familiar
plants of the metropolitan
region. She illustrated the
recently published Flora of the
Kimberley Region written by J.
Wheeler. She has also
completed a ten year
commission to paint the entire
genus of Verticordia for a forthcoming book by Elizabeth [Berndt] George. The
delicate feather flowers are meticulously painted to enable identification of the
species, sub species and varieties. Pieroni has also undertaken other projects for
George, providing artwork for notepaper and cards . The Verticordia mitchelliana

and nobilis are particularly striking . Although she still paints and exhibits
watercolour landscapes, she is now a committed wildflower artist having recently
embarked on the massive project of 200 plates for a book intended as an
introduction to the flora of Western Australian. At the same time she is co-authoring
and illustrating a book on the west coast genus Dryandra.
Birds as well as plants are the
consuming subjects for Bryony
Fremlin, a somewhat reclusive
artist who lives in the hills behind
Perth. She works to private
commission as well as
contributing illustrations for the
multi-volume work the Flora of
Australia and other publications .
Her paintings are delicate and
meticulous, capturing the essence
of bird and plant life .

Margaret Menadue: Detail from Grevillea bipinnatafida, 1985, painted
for the cover of The Flora of the Perth Region, collection of WA Herbarium
(Photo M. Menadue).
Left, Bryony Fremlin: Lemon Scented Darwinia, c1991, collection of the
artist (photo D. Erickson).

Fremlin was born in Kenya in
1951 and it was on safari with
her parents that she developed
her interest in wildlife. The family
mpved to Western Australia in
1964 to an orchard in the hills
behind Perth. Here, while
purchasing fruit from the family
stall, perspicacious visitors
.6'cJm1l~
acquired the teenage Fremlin's
early work. Her first exhibition
was held in David Jones in 1976
and since then she has worked full
time at her art . She has published
two books, A Wild Heritage in
1983 and A Wild Heritage of Western Australia in 1986. These feature paintings
of birds, flowers and animals with texts by the eminent naturalists who have
encouraged her. Attention to detail is required and close observation of the moving
specimens can take considerable time but the results are worth the effort.
Also working towards publication is live-wire Katrina Syme, nee Staniford, known
to some as 'the fungus lady'. Syme, another art teacher turned natural history artist,
restricts herself to those forms which remain grounded. Granddaughter of an artistillustrator with parents interested in natural history, she has been painting plants as
long as she can remember . Since 1982, however, following a fascinating visit to
Tasmania, she has turned to fungi. Like many of those who paint plants, she has
become intrigued with the minute differences . Classifying specimens inevitably
leads to incursions into taxonomy and Syme has just completed researching the
fungi of the Two People Bay Nature Reserve on a Heritage Council grant. She is
currently engaged on painting plates for a reference book on Fungi of SouthWestern Australia which she is co-writing with CSIRO scientist Neale Bougher .
Born in England, she arrived to live in rural Western Australia at the age of six .
She trained at Claremont Teachers' College and the West Australian Institute of
Technology (WAIT), becoming a primary then a specialist art teacher. In 1968
Syme married a farmer. Painting was restricted by the birth of children . Drought
seasons caused the family to move, eventually settling in Denmark on the south
coast. In the 1980s she was able to devote more time to painting and by 1987
was confident enough to have her first group and solo exhibitions-of
wildflower

Philippa Nikulinsky: Ground Banksia, Banksia blechnifolia,
750 x 550 mm, 1992, collection of the artist (photo Alex Nikulinsky).
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Right, Margaret Menadue:
Boronias of the South West of
Western Australia, 1983,
collection of WA Herbarium
(photo M. Menadue).

Menadue: lsopogon
sphaerocephalus, commissioned for the
cover of Flora of Australia, Volume 16,
Left, Margaret

and now owned by Artbank (photo
courtesy Australian Biological
Resources Study).

paintings. That year she also won a Churchill fellowship to study fungi and
wildflower painting in the UK. Her exquisite work is seen in private collections in
Australia, Europe and the Americas.
A newcomer to the field is Penny Leech, who arrived in Western Australia in 197 4
at the age of twenty-seven. Qualified in dance, speech and drama in England, she
has had a varied career in Australia . Her art began with drawing houses in
Fremantle . She settled into wildflower painting as a part-time occupation about
1984 when a friend gave her a box of paints. Now living in the country, she finds
it an excellent method of filling the long winter evenings. A self-taught artist, she
has spent the past eight years perfecting a dry brush technique which suits her
favourite subjects, the eucalypts. Although she began with dried arrangements, she
prefers to paint from the living specimen . Leech works mainly to commission but is
currently preparing for an exhibition of the flora of the Avon Valley. She is also
preparing to have prints and cards of her originals made to make the work
accessible to a wider public . She finds the advice and support of other BAGS
members particularly useful in this regard .
Another member of the group is Margaret Menadue, nee McKinnon, who works
with botanists in preparing texts such as The Flora of the Perth Region. She, like
Pieroni, Fremlin and Nikulinsky, has provided illustrations for the Flora of Australia
series, an on-going Commonwealth Government project. Their originals for this
project are in the collection of Artbank . Menadue, who also paints under the
names Margaret Prest and Margaret Wilson, is married to the botanist Paul Wilson
and lives in the hills behind Perth where subjects for her brush abound.
Menadue graduated from Melbourne University and had a varied career in the
USA and Germany in scientific and botanical illustration before arriving to live in
Western Australia in 1979. A gifted artist represented in the Hunt Institute in
Pittsburgh, USA, and who has won a James Hardie Wildlife Art Prize, she was
asked to illustrate Mangroves of Western Australia. This led to further commissions
and an interest in the local flora . She, like Nikulinsky and Fremlin who also paint
artworks, differentiates between botanical illustration and wildflower painting . Her
botanical studies are bold and striking, capturing the somewhat errant nature of
the flora. Future projects, however, may take her away from this area as she
intends to spend more time with other natural history subjects.

Rica Erickson: The Royal Hakea,
Hakea Victoriae, Mt. Barren Ranges
Fitzgerald River Reserve. Plate 7 of

The Drummonds of Hawthornden.

These and a number of other artists who work in the West are following in a long
tradition . They are bound together by an enthusiasm for the wonderful floral
diversity of Western Australia. Close observation has sharpened their vision and
honed their perceptive skills. Many have discovered new species . When one
realizes that more than two-thirds of the South-west Australian plant species are to
be found nowhere else in the world, it is just as well that so many gifted artists are
committed to recording them and no wonder that so many become obsessed with
sharing the knowledge and beauty with others in paintings, books and posters.

Dorothy Erickson
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